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Nucor Buildings Group is one of North America’s largest and most experienced 
manufacturers of custom metal building systems. We’re constantly looking for ways 
to add value to make our Authorized Builders more competitive, including through 
strategic partnerships.

That’s why we’re pleased to welcome TrueCore to the Nucor Buildings Group 
family. As a trusted manufacturer of insulated metal panels, TrueCore has gained a 
reputation for outstanding products and exceptional customer service. TrueCore’s 
comprehensive product line serves a broad range of markets, including the 
commercial, industrial, manufacturing and cold storage industries. 

With the addition of the TrueCore product line, and our rapidly expanding 
production capabilities, the Nucor Buildings Group brands are stronger and can 
serve you even better—delivering cost-effective, single-source solutions that give 
you a competitive edge. 

PARTNERSHIPS
P O W E R F U L

RESULTS
P O W E R F U L

+



THE NUCOR/TRUECORE ADVANTAGE
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Simplification of the Building Process
Having a predictable single-source 
supplier for your primary materials 
streamlines the construction process, 
cutting out the middleman and eliminating 
needless delays.

Complete Production Control
By adding TrueCore to the Nucor family, 
we have complete oversight of your 
building project’s design and production. 
That ensures you will get what you need 
when you need it.

Shortened Lead Times
Our unique manufacturing process and 
controlled production facility allow for 
built-in efficiencies to make fabrication as 
quick as possible. Plus, with full control 
of our production schedule, we can offer 
shortened lead times by adapting our 
schedule to yours.

Products That Work With Each Other
Using products from many different 
suppliers on one project can create 
confusion, or lead to conflicts and 
construction delays. Nucor and 
TrueCore always work hand in hand, so 
compatibility is assured.

Nucor Quality from the Inside Out
With insulated metal panels coming from 
Nucor Buildings Group, you know you’ll 
receive the same reliability and service 
you’ve come to expect from us. Our 
success depends on our tireless FOCUS 
on our customers.

FIT (Steel That Fits)
We have the best reputation in the 
industry for selling steel that fits. We strive 
to ensure that every job fits together in 
the field, with no back charges, back 
orders or shortages.

On Time
We are the industry leader in hitting our 
delivery commitments. Our customers’ 
building crews can stay on schedule 
because our deliveries are on time.

Competitive Pricing
We are committed to saving our 
customers money with our advanced 
design systems offering flexibility, energy 
efficiency and speedy construction times.

Unbeatable Service
We are there for our customers when  
they need us.

Solutions That Work
Each one of our building systems is 
custom designed and fabricated to meet 
a customer’s unique building needs. Our 
product is our customer’s solution.

As a Nucor customer, you now have access to the entire line 
of TrueCore products. There are many benefits to using our 
insulated metal panels.



TrueCore grew from the hearts and minds of 

industry veterans. After decades of manufacturing, 

purchasing and installing panels, and providing 

sales and customer support to the cold storage and 

construction industries, the founders decided there 

must be “a better way.” That belief is what led to the 

creation of TrueCore, and it’s the principle that still 

guides TrueCore today.

BETTERA W A Y

44
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The experts at TrueCore developed several production innovations that offer unique 
manufacturing capabilities. For example, our state-of-the-art, climate-controlled facilities 
features large-span column spacing to accommodate our unique continuous-line, double-
belt panel production equipment. Our facility also houses temperature-controlled finished 
goods storage so the curing process is completed indoors before being staged outside.

TrueCore’s cutting-edge technology and shrewd logistics mean you get a superior, 
more consistent product with reduced installation costs and times.

44" 70' 2"-8"
Up to 44 inches wide—the widest 
exterior panel available in the U.S.

More than 70 feet long From two to eight inches thick

THIS EQUIPMENT IS CAPABLE OF PRODUCING PANELS:
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Brigham City, UT
Waterloo, IN

Laurens, SC

(COMING SOON)

EXPANDING COAST TO COAST TO BETTER SERVE YOU



The Mesa panel’s subtle, linear profile offers a clean 
and modern look particularly suited for commercial and 
industrial buildings, including cold storage. This panel 
is ideal for adding visual interest to the flat expanse of 
metal on large projects.

Mesa exterior panels are ideal for temperature-controlled 
industrial and commercial buildings, including:

MESA
I N S U L A T E D  M E T A L  P A N E L S

44"
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• Distribution
• Processing
• Manufacturing

• Pharmaceutical
• Automotive
• Aviation

See pg. 14 for colors and coatings



SPECS

* Based on ASTM C518, ASTM C1363 & thermal modeling,  
75°F & 40°F core mean temp. For project-specific values, 
contact your sales representative.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

We’ve taken what we’ve learned over the years and 
simplified the insulated metal panel. This means 
more consistent quality and reduced lead times.

Our temperature-controlled production facility 
allows panels to complete the curing process 
indoors, a critical step in reaching the highest 
levels of quality control.

The double tongue & groove joint is self-aligning 
and weathertight, while the concealed  
fasteners provide a clean and aesthetically 
appealing appearance.

Panels arrive on-site in one piece, requiring a 
simple one-step installation, reducing construction 
time and costs.

Panels are available in 2", 2.5", 3", 4", 5", or 6" 
thicknesses. Standard widths are 40" or 44";  
lengths are 8'-0" to 53'-0".
 

THICKNESS
2", 2.5", 3", 4", 5", 6"

R-VALUES*
R-8 per inch of thickness (nominal) 

WIDTH
40" & 44"

LENGTH
8'-0" to 53'-0" standard

COATINGS
Exterior: PVDF
Interior: Igloo White (polyester)

INTERIOR TEXTURE
Stucco Embossing

EXTERIOR TEXTURE
Stucco Embossing 

INSULATION
Foamed-in-place Class 1 rated Polyisocyanurate 

METAL FACINGS
Exterior: 26, 24, 22ga AZ50 aluminum coated steel
Interior: 26, 24, 22ga AZ50 aluminum coated steel

JOINT
Double Tongue and Groove for concealed fastening

Contact us for information & pricing on longer lengths.

FIRE
ASTM E84: Flame Spread

STRUCTURAL
ASTM E72: Strength
ASTM E1592: Wind Uplift

INFILTRATION
ASTM E283: Air Infiltration
ASTM E331: Water Infiltration

THERMAL
ASTM C518: Thermal Conductivity
ASTM C1363: Thermal Performance

FOAM CORE
ASTM C273: Shear Properties
ASTM D1621: Compression Properties
ASTM D1622: Density
ASTM D1623: Tensile Strength
ASTM D6226: Porosity

TESTING & APPROVALS
Our panels have been extensively tested to ensure compliance with various building codes and industry standards.
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Our Striated insulated metal panel offers superior 
energy efficiency with a clean, flat architectural 
appearance. Its lightly embossed exterior profile 
features narrow striations that add rigidity to the panel 
while ensuring an acceptable flatness tolerance that is 
ideal for nearly any building application. 

Striated panels are ideal for temperature-controlled 
industrial, institutional and commercial buildings, 
including:

STRIATED
I N S U L A T E D  M E T A L  P A N E L S

40"
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• Distribution
• Processing
• Manufacturing

• Automotive
• Aviation
• Recreational

See pg. 14 for colors and coatings



SPECS

* Based on ASTM C518, ASTM C1363 & thermal modeling,  
75°F & 40°F core mean temp. For project-specific values, 
contact your sales representative.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

We’ve taken what we’ve learned over the years and 
simplified the insulated metal panel. This means 
more consistent quality and reduced lead times.

Our temperature-controlled production facility 
allows panels to complete the curing process 
indoors, a critical step in reaching the highest  
levels of quality control.

The double tongue & groove joint is self-aligning 
and weathertight, while the concealed  
fasteners provide a clean and aesthetically 
appealing appearance.

Panels arrive on-site in one piece, requiring a 
simple one-step installation, reducing construction 
time and costs.

Panels are available in 2", 2.5", 3" or 4" thicknesses. 
Standard width is 40"; lengths are 8'-0" to 32'-0".

THICKNESS
2", 2.5", 3", 4"

R-VALUES*
R-8 per inch of thickness (nominal) 

WIDTH
40"

LENGTH
8'-0" to 32'-0" standard

COATINGS
Exterior: PVDF
Interior: Igloo White (polyester)

INTERIOR TEXTURE
Stucco Embossing 

EXTERIOR TEXTURE
Stucco Embossing

INSULATION
Foamed-in-place Class 1 rated Polyisocyanurate 

METAL FACINGS
Exterior: 24 or 22ga AZ50 aluminum coated steel
Interior: 26, 24, 22ga AZ50 aluminum coated steel

JOINT
Double Tongue and Groove for concealed fastening

Contact us for information & pricing on longer lengths.

FIRE
ASTM E84: Flame Spread

STRUCTURAL
ASTM E72: Strength
ASTM E1592: Wind Uplift

INFILTRATION
ASTM E283: Air Infiltration
ASTM E331: Water Infiltration

THERMAL
ASTM C518: Thermal Conductivity
ASTM C1363: Thermal Performance

FOAM CORE
ASTM C273: Shear Properties
ASTM D1621: Compression Properties
ASTM D1622: Density
ASTM D1623: Tensile Strength
ASTM D6226: Porosity

TESTING & APPROVALS
Our panels have been extensively tested to ensure compliance with various building codes and industry standards.
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Our Sedona panel offers superior energy efficiency 
with added texture and design character that mimics 
the look of a masonry stucco finish. This panel is an 
ideal option where design character and a  
natural-material look are desired.

Sedona panels are ideal for temperature-controlled 
industrial, institutional, retail and commercial 
buildings, including:

SEDONA
I N S U L A T E D  M E T A L  P A N E L S

40"
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• Schools
• Recreational
• Retail

• Offices
• Aviation
• Manufacturing

See pg. 14 for colors and coatings



SPECS

* Based on ASTM C518, ASTM C1363 & thermal modeling,  
75°F & 40°F core mean temp. For project-specific values, 
contact your sales representative.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

We’ve taken what we’ve learned over the years and 
simplified the insulated metal panel. This means 
more consistent quality and reduced lead times.

Our temperature-controlled production facility 
allows panels to complete the curing process 
indoors, a critical step in reaching the highest  
levels of quality control.

The double tongue & groove joint is self-aligning 
and weathertight, while the concealed  
fasteners provide a clean and aesthetically 
appealing appearance.

Panels arrive on-site in one piece, requiring a 
simple one-step installation, reducing construction 
time and costs.

Panels are available in 2", 2.5", 3", 4" thicknesses. 
Standard widths are 40"; lengths are 8'-0" to 40'-0". 

THICKNESS
2", 2.5", 3", 4"

R-VALUES*
R-8 per inch of thickness (nominal) 

WIDTH
40"

LENGTH
8'-0" to 40'-0" standard

COATINGS
Exterior: PVDF
Interior: Igloo White (polyester) 

INTERIOR TEXTURE
Stucco Embossing

EXTERIOR TEXTURE
Heavy Stucco Embossing 

INSULATION
Foamed-in-place Class 1 rated Polyisocyanurate 

METAL FACINGS
Exterior: 24ga AZ50 aluminum coated steel
Interior: 26, 24, 22ga AZ50 aluminum coated steel

JOINT
Double Tongue and Groove for concealed fastening

Contact us for information & pricing on longer lengths.

FIRE
ASTM E84: Flame Spread

STRUCTURAL
ASTM E72: Strength
ASTM E1592: Wind Uplift

INFILTRATION
ASTM E283: Air Infiltration
ASTM E331: Water Infiltration

THERMAL
ASTM C518: Thermal Conductivity
ASTM C1363: Thermal Performance

FOAM CORE
ASTM C273: Shear Properties
ASTM D1621: Compression Properties
ASTM D1622: Density
ASTM D1623: Tensile Strength
ASTM D6226: Porosity

TESTING & APPROVALS
Our panels have been extensively tested to ensure compliance with various building codes and industry standards.
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When you’re trying to create a high-profile 
architectural appearance and want a sleek profile, 
then Flat panels are the way to go. The soft stucco 
embossing works with many design styles. Flat is 
the preferred wall panel where style and energy 
efficiency are paramount. 

Flat panels are ideal for temperature-controlled 
industrial and commercial buildings, including:

FLAT
I N S U L A T E D  M E T A L  P A N E L S

40"
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• Distribution
• Manufacturing
• Automotive

• Aviation
• Offices
• Schools

See pg. 14 for colors and coatings



SPECS

* Based on ASTM C518, ASTM C1363 & thermal modeling,  
75°F & 40°F core mean temp. For project-specific values, 
contact your sales representative.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

We’ve taken what we’ve learned over the years and 
simplified the insulated metal panel. This means 
more consistent quality and reduced lead times.

Our temperature-controlled production facility 
allows panels to complete the curing process 
indoors, a critical step in reaching the highest levels 
of quality control.

The double tongue & groove joint is self-aligning 
and weathertight, while the concealed  
fasteners provide a clean and aesthetically 
appealing appearance.

Panels arrive on-site in one piece, requiring a 
simple one-step installation, reducing construction 
time and costs.

Panels are available in 2", 2.5", 3" or 4" thicknesses. 
Standard width is 40"; lengths are 8'-0" to 32'-0".

THICKNESS
2", 2.5", 3", 4"

R-VALUES*
R-8 per inch of thickness (nominal) 

WIDTH
40"

LENGTH
8'-0" to 32'-0" standard

COATINGS
Exterior: PVDF
Interior: Igloo White (polyester)

INTERIOR TEXTURE
Stucco Embossing

EXTERIOR TEXTURE
Stucco Embossing 

INSULATION
Foamed-in-place Class 1 rated Polyisocyanurate 

METAL FACINGS
Exterior: 22ga AZ50 aluminum coated steel
Interior: 26, 24, 22ga AZ50 aluminum coated steel

JOINT
Double Tongue and Groove for concealed fastening

Contact us for information & pricing on longer lengths.

FIRE
ASTM E84: Flame Spread

STRUCTURAL
ASTM E72: Strength
ASTM E1592: Wind Uplift

INFILTRATION
ASTM E283: Air Infiltration
ASTM E331: Water Infiltration

THERMAL
ASTM C518: Thermal Conductivity
ASTM C1363: Thermal Performance

FOAM CORE
ASTM C273: Shear Properties
ASTM D1621: Compression Properties
ASTM D1622: Density
ASTM D1623: Tensile Strength
ASTM D6226: Porosity

TESTING & APPROVALS
Our panels have been extensively tested to ensure compliance with various building codes and industry standards.
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STANDARD COLORS & COATINGS
I N S U L A T E D  M E T A L  P A N E L S

EXTERIOR COLORS

Regal White IR .73 SRI 89

Surrey Beige IR .51 SRI 59

Royal Blue IR .30 SRI 30

Warm White IR .65 SRI 78

Pearl Gray IR .51 SRI 59

Slate Gray IR .39 SRI 43

INTERIOR COLORS

Igloo White (Polyester)

NOTE: When using field-applied coatings, always order Igloo White Polyester 
for the exterior coating. Colors shown closely approximate actual coating colors.
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SOLAR REFLECTANCE, THERMAL EMITTANCE AND SOLAR REFLECTANCE INDEX (SRI)

Solar Reflectance
To be considered “cool,” products must have a Solar Reflectance of at least 0.25. Solar Reflectance is the fraction 
of the total solar energy that is reflected away from a surface. 
 
Thermal Emittance
Thermal Emittance is the measure of a panel’s ability to release heat that it has absorbed. 
 
Solar Reflectance Index (SRI)
Put Solar Reflectance and Thermal Emittance together and you get the Solar Reflectance Index (SRI). SRI is 
calculated by using the values of solar reflectance, thermal emittance and a medium wind coefficient. The higher the 
SRI value, the lower its surface temperature and, consequently, the heat gain into the building. Metal roofs coated 
with pigmented PVDF resin achieve an SRI of 30–89, depending on the color. Conventional roof surfaces have 
low reflectance (0.05 to 0.25) and high thermal emittance (typically greater than 0.85). Roof panels with both high 
reflectance and high emittance can reduce the surface temperature by as much as 30–50% based on color and 
geographic location, which will result in a reduced heat gain to the building, therefore reducing the energy demand.

Our Polyvinylidene Fluoride (PVDF)  
paints are more than just color.

WARRANTIES
At Nucor, we proudly stand behind every product we make. That’s why we offer a 35-year 
warranty on our TrueCore PVDF insulated metal panels. It offers protection against:
Fading  |  Chipping  |  Peeling  |  And more

PVDF Cool Color

Regal White
Warm White
Surrey Beige 
Pearl Gray 
Royal Blue 
Slate Gray

PVDF COOL COATINGS

Initial Solar
Reflectance (IR)

.73
.65
.51 
.51 
.30 
.39

Initial Thermal
Emittance

0.85
0.87
0.87 
0.87 
0.86 
0.87

Solar Reflectance
Index (SRI)

89
78
59 
59 
30 
43

Our environmentally friendly cool technology offers the highest quality materials to help you meet your unique 
requirements while maximizing the life of your building and saving on energy costs.

PVDF is a revolutionary coating system that consists of PVDF resin, acrylic resin and ceramic pigments –– giving 
your panels more vibrant, fade-resistant durability. Its photo-chemical resistance to ultraviolet light helps prevent 
breakdown from the sun’s rays, reducing heat generation and increasing energy-efficient coolness.

They are vivid and fade-resistant cool coatings with incredible durability.
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